ah

got oh yeah are you ready yes I'm ready

he's jazzed we're ready to go

good morning

we're about to do the cosmonauts

breakfast this is a breakfast that is

done as a celebration for the departing

crew before we as we the Star City to go

to Baikonur know and so everybody's here

my family's here cosmonauts and

astronauts are here and we're we're

going to do this breakfast and then get

on a plane and go to Baikonur good

morning in English and Dutch and you
colonel it's about well this is the famous breakfast that we never eat and this is post the last moment in Star City before call to bike home and that's a very special moment where every ways to get it also families and a beautiful breakfast table but there's no time to eat if we have some speeches and a moment of silence and and then we say goodbye to the family and then God Baikonur so it was very interesting on but one of the nicest stuff I know labels I have that in judgment yeah mathira
between heavy CIA from the Lassiter

30
decision wire from Mysterio starts there

31
when focuses on x to the o casino

32
operator koalas alma mater and all I the

33
main st. managers and editors the

34
community and on motor speech is crowded

35
come on Alex no effort for concern okay

36
April when still turned on have another

37
visitor and I was the bay instead of

38
stuff losses in Baikonur bootleg ok

39
Jessica the boys wolf you

40
okay so give a command to your crew

41
members choose my husband please

42
everyone before get in first crew okay

43
let's go in the crew first to be

divorced men shall tell you the crew members

the crew and their family members I have to be the profession but like this a statistic for the road people yeah we usually meet at the farewell to the crew setting money

meet you

no no just her you

part of its crew rest gives your brain a little break from all the training but then we continue to do training I'm going to be doing last minute review for
the epic cards on the CNC mDM's getting
these Saints repaired on orbit so we could get on with the mission.

well the fact that I flew one time before like all of us i think is very advantageous because it takes you less time to a to a depth so we can start working much earlier which will actually do in the first two weeks straight away so that is the big advantage of it and of course doesn't fly the second time I feel like a member of a very international group of people and so not particularly because i am a Dutch
astronaut I'm European I'm a member of the ISS big big Isis group and so for
column ski we are trading here flickr be
taken to the celica wenzel sign equator
hey hi it comes off else nellore between
America and boot faux fur ball off open
come away with a near say Baker stop the
texts of the crowd for Dell tried to
take the trade and led the nail on the
better trader named on the trail carrier
of the Eastern led to Erica flee the
taken need also say all that occur opean
fool in front of the rapacious turn out
and indeed deja context acre and Arsenal
certain international relations and

e external international recruitment and

comparative deferral amok

so during the training how comfortable

do you feel when you are all together

well we are friends so we are

comfortable so it's very good for us to

work together as a team as all crews

that are on board and the crew that is

on board right now yes of course we are

friends she wash so your mood and the

mood of your pro what you can say about

that we have a positive mood for myself

we have already been on the station so
we understand what we are going to face

101
00:09:45,078 --> 00:09:52,759
so we have fun positive emotions and we

102
00:09:48,899 --> 00:09:56,360
are looking forward to our future work

103
00:09:52,759 --> 00:09:58,679
new years to resume them so they have a

104
00:09:56,360 --> 00:10:01,079
program a schedule of the flight of

105
00:09:58,679 --> 00:10:04,349
course we have a confirmed schedule of

106
00:10:01,078 --> 00:10:09,000
the polite so their payload experiments

107
00:10:04,350 --> 00:10:14,899
and bb's and activities and also we will

108
00:10:09,000 --> 00:10:17,129
receive cargo vehicles russian-american

109
00:10:14,899 --> 00:10:19,820
yes actually we need to the patellas

110
00:10:17,129 --> 00:10:22,470
much do you have a mascot for your cruel

111
00:10:19,820 --> 00:10:25,200
well I don't know what you mean the

112
00:10:22,470 --> 00:10:28,620
promotion by a mascot poison you so much

113
00:10:25,200 --> 00:10:31,230
support we have many things and the

114
00:10:28,620 --> 00:10:32,549
signs that we will will be will give us
an opportunity to understand that we are already in an open space so we don't need a toy or a mascot actually to understand that thanks a lot engines are given it ok goodbye good luck under under there Oh Andrew brushes that was nice what you do you much yeah yeah yeah this is everything well show me is everyone inside one ik close the doors of the bus buh